A subsequent reviewer of my article, Professor Gilbert Norwood, quem honoris causa nomino, speaks of it, as arousing his «wrathful amazement with a sudden paean in praise of Caesar's' 'style''';2 the reference must be to the quotation above. This drives me back to consider once again what I actually said about Caesar's writing, -and also leads me to enquire what it may have been that excited in my reviewer indignation and surprise. Beyond that I should like to set out as dispassionately as I can, without any paeans, my reasons' for rega~ding J ulins Caesar as quite unique on his litera~y side.
It would seem from Professor Norwood's phrase that his wrathful amazement was provoked by the suggestion that Caesar has style. As I shall presently show, however, that is no' t what I said about him, but 1 should not have been at all -ashamed to have sug-. gested it. There is,' after all, a certain satisfaction and sense of security in erring with Plato, and if I attribute style to Caesar, Iderive the , most respectable authority for doing so, from antiquity itself. 'Cicero's comments ' in the Brutus 3 should suffice to convince us that Cicero -regarded Caesar as the greatest of contemporaneous Latin' orators-next to himself, -and Cicero would never have awarded even second place to a styleless performer ,in a field whiCh he had himself so conspicuouslyadorned. 4 Quintilian too ,in his lXI, October, 1941, 84. 2.XI, April, 1942, 329.
-liThe whole passage from 248 to 261 inclusive abounds in almost unqualified praise of Caesar for possessing all diose' things that go to make style in oratory. 4The late Professor Sihler thought, however, that Cicero was at the time under pretty heavy obligation to Caesar and stepped up his praise accordingly. (New York, 1911) ,263-4.
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Education, of the Orator,"" after commenting 'on Caesar's ,practical success in oratory as measured by the getting of result~, adds very 'significantly: "but 'all these (achievements) of his are' graced with a marvellous power of selectivity in vocabulary, t{) which he ,devoted much thought." Now in any worth-while style the choice of ' the mot justc ranks high. It is improbable that Tacitus is just idly repeati~g a current opinion when he writes of Caesar as a rnatc~ for 'the best orators of his time,S and Suetonius must have had plenty of authority for saying that "after his prosecution of Dolabell,a he \~ was ' unquestionably numbered among the leading legal orators, of his day."7 The ancients evidently thought that in oratory Caesar had style. ' , '
If, however, it is urged that it would be sounder to discu' ss Caesar's possession of style in a branch of literature in which we, have a fair amount of his actual material availabl~ whereon to form a judgment of our own, I feel bound to ask on what basis it is proposed to measp.re'style." Is it to be regarded as fair that we should return to pass judgment on the ancients by employing modern ideas of style? Let -no one be in haste to concur in that view unless . . ,he is willing to have some of his personal idols banged uncer~;noni~usly , abput; there are highly sensitive and soundly educated moderns who regard Aeschylus as a pompous fraud and Cicero as a tedious I phrase-maker, and they could probably demonstrate the validity of both these propositions 'by an appeal to modern canons of style. The' fairer way would appear to be this, to recognize that ~.t certain periods thought has reached higher levels of expression in literature than at others, and then to enquire what were the prevailing , conditions, external and spiritual, in, those periods, and who, working. ' subject to those conditions, were recognized as stylists by their contemporaries.
We may check the judgment of a writer's contemporaries by setting against it a verdict more conformable to the views of our own time, They merit the strongest approval; they are stripped (to the skin), well set up, and comely to look upon, having laid aside as it were a garment all rhetorical adornment; but while Caesar sought to provide others who wanted to write history with pre-digested source~material from which to draw, he possibly hu.
mored fools who will try to marcel his narrative with their curling.irons, but he has scared off everybody in his senses, for there is nothing in the field of history more charming tha~ simple, luminous condensation,-wh~n Cicero writes thus',9 I am sure that we must admit that here too, as in oratory, Caesar was a great stylist. Style may well consist in simplicity, luminosity and condensation quite as much as in complexity, mysteriousness and prolixity, though thi~ fact seems .at times to be forgotten. , Two things have injured Caesar's chance of being regarded as I , a stylist by the present-day world. There is first, the matter-of-fact and purely objective way in whith he records carnage and tabulates the destruction of human life; -but I suppose that ~this charge is losing its edge in a time when even professors at their quiet breakfast tables gloat over the grim Russian communiques with their blunt figures of N ~zis slaughtered by the tens of thousam;is like rabbits in an Australian battue. Caesar, like the Russians, was writing about war, and the sound objective of war has always been the destruction of the enemy's forces; this has nothing to do with style. The,n, next, Caesar has suffered a second assassination, this ti~e in a literary way; he has, been the selected medium through which for several generations school-children havebeen introduced to the not inconsiderable phenomenon of continuous Latin prose reading as opposed to the disjointed sentences and the snippets of their First Book, whatever it may be. lo When we consider that those who in our day as mature adults pass judgment on who is or is not a stylist, mostly began their Jiterary careers by cracking their teeth on the hard nuts of the Bellum~ Gallicum, at an age and in circumstances where it was far more profitable to know the principal parts of caedo and keep them ~el1 and truly separated from those of cado· and ~cedo, than to ponder on an author's llterary manner, we can understand why the supposed attribution of a style 'to their ancient enemy evokes in them lndignation and surprise. It is a sad thing, however great the compliment educationally, to become a school-book for the reception of the marginal ' and interlinear glosses of youth; generations yet unborn will rise up and call you every negation of blessed that occurs to their fertile imagination,u From this digression on what the ancients thought of Caesar's style and on certain reasons why Caesar has been denied a style at all by some moderns, I now return to remark that I did not in my ol"iginal comment on-Caesar even assert that he had style; the meat of my observation was that the appreciation of C~esar's Bellum Gallicum is the appreciation of latine loqui on the prose side. That judgment was -not actually a judgment on style at all; -it was only the statement of a belief that nowhere in latin prose would you find the genius of the Latin language better represen~ed than in Caesar's Bellum Gallicum.l'l That still leaves it open for anyone so desiring to maintain that any or all Latin prose writers had a better style than' Caesar or even that Caesar had none at all;18 it does) however, assert [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] "It is unfortunate," he asserts, "that most young students of Latin are introduced to it [Caesar's style) early and thus get the impressiqn that it is normal writing of that time." I do not think that Professor Rose need 'worry much about the "mistaken impression" to which he refers; not that nowhere will you find the peculiar something which is Latin, better illustrated than in the Bellum~Gallicum, that something which is Latin without richness and beauty added from cullings in other fields. It is to claim for Caesar what N aevius, greatly daring, clai'med for himself in' his famous self-epitaph, that in him was so much embodied th_e power latine loqui that: with his demise men at Rome forgot how to speak Latin., It would seem then that I must say something about what goes to make up Latinity, since it was Latinity and not necessarily literary style that I was vindicating for Ca'esar.
Latinity seems to me to imply ill the first place a loyalty to the Latin language as such; it must be regarded as,intrinsically a sound \ ' medium of expression. One must be willing to achieve his results within the confines, narrow if you will, of the Latin tongue; that, I think, i~ the self-abnegation of Latin classicism at', its best, and its best I feel to be very good indeed. To accept a relatively small and restricted vocabulary as a conditioning factor of what you have to say, and by . the most careful manipulation of that vocabulary to secure as nearly as pqssible the perfect expression of what you are striving-to say, is a very chaste and a very dignified achievement;
-it is Caesar's achievement in the Bellum Gallicum. From Caesar himself Aulus Gellius quotes the principle which, having practi' sed it in' his own work, he set up for others: "keep thou this in thy heart and breast ever,-to Bee as it were a jutting reef a word' that has not been heard and that is without the sanction of usage."14 'This, of course, jf literally' interpreted, is a fastidious negative absolutism; it is a counsel of extreme avoidance in language which' could never be followed to the letter, but a very useful counsel fo'r the writer ' of a language constantly exposed to the insidious inroads of Greek fifth columnists. ls In following his own rU, 1e as closely as he might one young person in a thousand at that age would form any, mistaken or otherwise, on such a subject. The point that it is good Latin is proved by the cry of admiration it wrung from the~ritical Cicero, and beyond that it is clear) logical narrative. Even the monotonousness of language and syntax of which Prof~ssor Rose complains has great value; there must be repetition and plenty of it for the sound learning of any technique, manual or mental.
14 Noc/c.s AJticac) 1. 10. 4. 1&1 d' o not believe that Latin writers are nearly as much indebted to Greek as seems to be so casually assumed by most classical scholars) but there was always a.danger lurking there. The elder Cato saw , it clearly in the early decades of the second century B.C.
Caesar undoubtedly f~lly 'earned the praise else'where accorded him by-Gellius of being (C a man who, far' beyond others of his'own time, was most refined in conversational. language. "16 And Cicero, who refers emphatically to his elegantia,17 "selectivity of vocabulary,'" . tells us that Caesar: secured it in the only way in which.it was ever secured by anyone, "by zealous and painstaking application."18 This .. would bar most of the borrowing from the Greek. Seneca also a century later had a strong aversion to the importation of Greek words into Latin; he· saw no reason for saying to Lucilius that he ' , was suffering from a Greek asthma rather than a Latin suspirium. a It was ,a justified instinct of sell-protection in a Roman.
We can now see ~aw sound a choice it was that for some gener-:-ations sent Latin beginners to Caesar first in order that they might learn -a Latin vocabulary, pure and undefiled; the educators who made this decision believed Caesar when he said in the first boak of his De Analogia that the correct choice of words is the 'fountainhead of style. 20 This work, called also by Suidas the lexic~grapher , the A,rt of Grammar, dealt as well with the rule of reason in speaking and writing Latin;21 Professor Sihier translated its title into 'Rule and Conformity in Grammar. We may assume ·that its author dealt _ , not. only with selectivity of vocabulary but also with careful choice in the actual machinery. of language, that is, in syntax, and that he applied there-the same principle of rejection of the obsolete and the colloquial in favour of .a regular and systematic corpus of ' grammatical relationships.' Thus it is that Caesar's syntax, like Caesar's vocabulary, is on the whole the best thing far a beginner to encounter first, even if Caesar's strict ideas of syntactical co'nformity may appear to produce monotony. If the object of studying Latin is to learn' the language,22 it is painful to reflect how at the present tim.e Latin beginners are so very often fed on a nanvitaminous diet of "made" Latin; the results of this diet are good Latin from bad. 23 Caesar's honest 'belief in war as an instrument of national policy has done him no good, of cO,urse, in a world mostly content to drift into the Sargasso Sea of a nebulous Kellogg Pact, and, as girls joined their brothers in high-school classes, it was argued that something other than Caesar should, be found for their training (without regard, be it noted, for the welfare of the boys), but it may be that in a brave new world of universal military service with plenty of Waacs, Waafs, Waves, and Wrens sporting uniforms, the Bellum -'Gallicum may come into ' its own again and displace feeble Latin yersions' of th' e knavery and duplicity of Odysseus. The · honest violence of war could hardly be morally lower in its effect than such petty dealings .
. This is not the time or the place to attempt a detailed discussion of Caesarian syntax; special studies have been made of it, of course; and particularly of its relation to the syntax of Cicero.24 What prinCipally ' emer' ges from these studies, is that Caesar is a more 'precise ,grammarian than Cicero, and is more careful than the orator to avoid what we may call colloquial syntax with its easy variations from the norm; this is again a sound reason for making ,him a "beginning" author, since a point once mastered in Caesar is likely' to give uniformly 'faithful service thereafter. This is educationally a very helpful situation; young people, despite the outward appearance of revolt they may present in speech and appearance, are most snobbishly conservative at heart and really love uniformity, regularity ~nd identicalness.
On matters of vocabulary and syntax one can make formal studies of his own or tan resort to the forrhal investigations of. ~thers and thus establish quasi-mathematically some pretty definite things about Caesar's use of words .arid cultivation of grammatical rules. ' . But that is not all, and indeed there lies beyond vocabulary and syntax the whole question of the impression made on one by reading the Bellum Gal/icum either as a whole or in large masses, and here we pass, no doubt, into the more elusive region of the sub-\ ' jective feeling, the higher intuition; yet in all literary studies this is the thing that must ultimately be faced. The method of the doctoral thesis will take us only so far, and often not very far, in th:e, field of letters; then personal experience, reflecting itself in a 23If it is argued' that "made" Latin is even ,more regular, my reply is that ~t . most obviously and painfully lacks the Clan vital of the real thing.
, 24Such as Jules Lebreton's ' Caesariana Syntaxis (Paris, 1901) .
sensef~~ values that could hardly be mathematically justified, enters in, and we feel rather than know. Yet perhaps feeling, supported by industry and mellowed by experience, is often the surest form of knowledge in the humanities, not the child of idleness that shrinks from hard work but the offspring of reading' and re-reading. It is founded on the lesen, viel lesen, sehr viel lcsen of. the old German philologue's advice to the student who was enquiring into the secret of suc,cess as a Latinist. It is the'sort of thing that enshrines itself in such a judgment as that of Warde Fowler upon these very Notes on the Gallic War tha-t we are discussing: "while no individual sentence may linger long in our memory, the whole composition has exactly the desired effect. "25 Now in deciding that Latin literature affords us no-better opportunity than the Bellum Gallieum of Caesar to see what latinc loqui means on its prose side, at least two things will be supremely important; the first will be our conception of the Latin character which is to reveal itself in language, and the secot:1' d our view as to how the manner of expression (I will not say "style") in the Bellum GalHcum fits in with that conception. I ~m quite aware of the danger here of argu'ing in a circle and of being governed by a pa, rti pris; one may start out with the conviction in his mind that the Bellum Gallicum. represents the true Latin manner and then argue from that just what the Latin manner was by dwelling long and lovingly on the Bellum Gallicum. For myself I can only say that, as I have already urged, some consideration must be accorded to experience. Now my own has been that, like most of my generation, I began my Latin reading with the Gallic War, and in true schoolboy style received no par, ticular impression from it at all, except that the indirect narration could be pretty tough. It was forty years later, after much reading and re-reading of various Latin authors in the interval, that I turned back with a sort of sense of duty to read Caesar again, and frankly I was amazed, though not wrathfully, to find myself presently being convinced that whatever might be said about the others, this was Latin: hie est aut nusquam quod quaerimus. That ' is the story; I do not know what explanation there is for it, but I am inclined to think that it may be just another case of the seeds planted in early youth by a conscientious Latin .teacher lying all those years neglected in their quiet growing, velut arbor aCfJO, only to produce in later years a surprising harvest of sound conclusion. How shall we write of a national character? Perhaps it would be, safe-r to decide the when rather than the how, that is, to pick some period at which to describe it when tho~e traits that seem most permanent in it are judged to stand out clearest. In the case of the Roman character it must be before world-dominion enters in to ' complicate the structure beyond ready understanding and interpretation; I would hazard the choice of the third century B.C. between the First and the Second Punic Wars, though my individual example, Cato the Elder, belongs in his mal1,hood a generation later, and though the Roman character exhibited itself very strikingly in some of the events of the second struggle with Carthage.
At the point I have selected there is 5t, ill left in the Roman make-up a fair measure of simplicity; the farmer-burghers beside the lower Tiber stream are not yet masters of a world with all the evil implications for character of such a term. But they ,have definitely shown "themselves a courageous, resolute and even pushful people; they have caught glimpses of certain goals and have striven stoutly towards these. They have viewed and interpreted them ,objectively-; there has been no foolish talk of URome's mis~ion" (we -shall have to wait till Vergil for that) nor the "Roman burden" (Livy will sigh over it), but a clear, cold decision, a self-centred decision, about what these goals meant to Rome. They have not been explained as spiritual' ideals, hut regarded and striven after as practical ends. By that standard of judgment the Roman people had a very definite clarity of outlook; their purposefulness, clarity and utter objectivity are perhaps only three aspects of one quality. Yet, although there is a good, deal of conquering business about ~ll this, they remain, for a nation, not too unfair in their external dealings;26 they h, ave a judicial quality that fits in well with their purposeful attitude, and in international dealings that is as near as we ever get to fairness. ' In their dealings with other states as well as in their internal legislation they are learning the value in contractual and political expression of precision,-too well, the dazed parties of the second part sometimes incline to think. And 2SProvided that the extern; fell within the circle of what may be called the "civilized" peoples; for native and non-civilized races Romans had about the same feelings that characterized. the Spaniards in Mexico and South America and the British settlers on the New England coast and their descendants on theplains of the west. This should be carefully kept in mind in reading the Bellum Gallicum.
with this precision is associated a sound virtue of restraint or compression in language, the value of which anyone may appreciate for himself who will compare the clarity of the ROIn:an law with the terrible jargon turned out by modern parliaments and legislatures, and; too often, by the te~an ts of the modern be~ch. , In public speech there is such rhetorical dignity as comes from plain, business-like handling of issues concretely conceived; Greek rhetoric has not as yet, with its love of the form ' .rather than the substance, invaded the territory of honest Latin spee<;l1 with its quips, and cranks and wiles. Let us not be too cynical about this sketch unless, we are equally ready to be cynical over the usual view of the Elizabethan Age in English history, the Revolution of 1776 in American' annals, and , above all 'the great seismic quatre-vi'ngt-neuj. All history affords the same opportunity for cynicism, but not every opportunity is welcomed by the sincere and thoughtful man. The outline th~t I have -given above is based substantially on truth as far as any historical generalization can claim to be so based.
, Now the above account of the Roman character is in my judgent a fair statement in a broad way of the spirit that runs through the 'Bellum Gallhum of Caesar, butI shall not rest that decision on my own authority; instead I shall quote two relevant passages.
In the Memoirs [of Caesar] we are captivated by the clarity, the co~pression, and the simplicity of th~ prese~tation, and beyond thit by, the objectiv, e tone in which Caesar, like a third party, speaks of the events. ' The reader never grows weary, .but on the contrary follows the story with intense excitement. Only a personality wrapped up in itself, thoroughly confident, alien to anything that 1s ,vague and purposeless, could display, such mastery over the material and develop such a power as shines forth from both works, but especially from the one that deals with the Gallic warP , Or, if German comment is suspect in these days when ,it has done so much to undermine its own ' "standing by the Goebbe1sizing offact in' to fiction 'and fiction into fact, we may listen to Warde Fowler in his charming life of Julius Caesar:
Written indeed as it [the Bellum GallicumJ was with an immediate political purpose it was inevitable that some things should be suppressed' which would give a handle to his enemies at home, and others perhaps of which it would be impolitic to remind his officers, for that Caesar was blameiess throughout so long and so trying a command was neither possible nor true. But what he does tell us we may believe to be true, in perhaps a greater degree than we can trust any historical work of antiquity; and in their clearness, their force, their self-restraini, The material that has accumulated around me while 1 have been putting these thoughts together has now massed itself in piles of books and periodicals ' to right and left, and I feel that I have' acquired all' that is necessary to build a fortress behind the walls of which I could easily defend the proposition that not only does Caesar have "style" but stands as one of the' foremost of all Latin stylists.
29 But this is not what I set out to do; my intention was only to make good the, ass' ertion that nowhere better than in the Latinity of Caesar's Bellum Gallicum would one come to know what the Latin language could achieve with its own unaided powers, and I have convinced at least myself by this re-survey of the situation that I have not at aU' overstated my case. I shall not hope ,to convince anyone else simply by words of mine, but I should like to think that I may b'y now have persuaded some of my readers to get out their Caesars~ possibly , not disturbed since the days when they dog's-eared them ]ong agl>, and ~njoy in their years of discretion and maturi ty a draught from the pure well of Latin undefiled. I recommend , the thrilling narrative of Book v from chapter 26 ' to the end t "
of the book for a start; it will be hard on modern war-correspondents, many of whom probably claim a "style," but you will then see to good effect the Roman as he was and his language as it could be. Not a bad showing on both counts! 280p. dl., 132. The italics are, of course" mine. 29Krebs in his Hislorische EinleiJung, 4, as repr~nted in ' the seventh (KrebsSchmalz) edition of his Anlibarbarus (Basel, 1905) , named Marcus Cicero, Caesar and Quintus Cicero as representing in their writing "the fullest bloom of langu~ge and speech, never again subsequently attained, by any other." But I shall leav~ the defence of Quintus Cicero's style to some other champion!
